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TransRe Restructures Asia Pacific Business Unit
Promotions Support Continued Regional Growth, Customer Service
NEW YORK, N.Y., July 6, 2021 – TransRe has promoted Rob Saville to President, Asia Pacific and
Fiona Au to Chief Operating Officer, Asia Pacific. In their new roles Saville and Au will continue to
develop closer relationships among the region’s clients and brokers, while continuing to build out
synergies across TransRe’s regional offices. These changes follow the promotion of Kyle Rhodes, who
has been CEO of Asia Pacific since 2019, to President, North America.
Saville joined TransRe in 2013 to open TransRe’s Singapore Branch office, where he has built out a
team of very well-respected professionals and deepened our market relationships with clients and
brokers across the region. In his new role, all Asia Pacific offices will report to Saville, who will remain
in Singapore. Saville will report directly to Andy Taylor, President International.
Au joined TransRe in 2008 as the Hong Kong branch’s lead Actuary. In 2018, Au was promoted to Hong
Kong branch manager, where she oversaw all underwriting and technical operations. In Au’s new role
as COO, she will continue to manage the Hong Kong branch, as well as all technical support across the
Asia Pacific region. Au will report directly to Saville and will remain in Hong Kong.
These changes reflect the changing business environment in which TransRe operates, and positions
TransRe to maximize opportunities. All promotions are from within, reflecting the strength and depth of
talent at TransRe.
About TransRe
Established in 1977, TransRe is the brand name for Transatlantic Holdings, Inc. and its subsidiaries
(including Transatlantic Reinsurance Company). TransRe, wholly owned by Alleghany Corporation is a
reinsurance organization headquartered in New York with operations worldwide. TransRe offer the capacity,
expertise and creativity necessary to structure programs across the full spectrum of property and casualty
risks. Please visit www.transre.com for more information.
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